IS IT ALZHEIMER’S ?
When to Worry About Your Memory
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“Alzheimer’s disease is the
2nd biggest health crisis
facing the world today.”
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Today we’re going to talk about:
•normal memory changes
•the difference between Alzheimer’s and
dementia
•the warning signs of Alzheimer’s
•why early detection and diagnosis are so
important
•steps you can take to better your own brain
health
•local resources

What Brain Changes Are Normal for Older Adults?
• Types of Memory Improve or Stay the Same
• Semantic
• Procedural
• Some Types of Memory that Decline Somewhat
• Episodic
• Some types that slow
• information processing and learning
something new
• doing more than one task at a time and
shifting focus between tasks
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What’s Typical and What’s Not

The Good News
Many studies have shown that the
brain remains capable of regrowth and of learning
and retaining new facts and skills throughout life,
especially for people who get regular exercise
and frequent intellectual stimulation.
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Here is an important tip:
Normal memory problems do not affect your everyday living. If
you forget where you put your keys, you probably just need to
get better organized. However, if you forget what keys are used
for or how to unlock doors, you should see a psychologist for a
complete assessment and/or speak with your primary health
care provider. This type of memory problem is not a normal part
of aging.

If you or a loved one is having memory problems that are more
bothersome than you would normally expect, don’t assume that
Alzheimer’s or another form of dementia is the culprit.

Glitches in memory can be caused by many physical and
psychological conditions that are reversible. Identify and treat
the condition, and your memory will improve!
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Possible Causes of Memory Problems That
Are Not Alzheimer’s or Dementia
•Anxiety
•Dehydration
•Depression
•Infections
•Medication side effects
•Poor nutrition
•Psychological stress
•Substance abuse
•Thyroid imbalance

Alzheimer’s vs. Dementia
Dementia is a term used to describe a set of symptoms.
Specifically, it’s definition is “a decline in mental ability severe
enough to interfere with your daily life”. There are several
causes of dementia – the largest of which is Alzheimer's
disease. So – dementia is a symptom of Alzheimer's disease.
There are also other causes of dementia.
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Alzheimer’s: What is it?
An irreversible, progressive brain disease that slowly destroys
memory and thinking skills and, eventually, the ability to carry
out the simplest tasks.
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Know the 10 Signs

Know the 10 Signs
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Know the 10 Signs

What should I do?
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Benefits of Early Detection and Diagnosis

New Drug- FDA Approval This Month
• The drug, aducanumab, which will go by the brand name Aduhelm, is
a monthly intravenous infusion intended to slow cognitive decline in
people with mild memory and thinking problems. It is the first
approved treatment to attack the disease process of Alzheimer’s
instead of just addressing dementia symptoms.
• Biogen, its manufacturer, announced that the list price would be
$56,000 a year. In addition, there will most likely be tens of
thousands of dollars in costs for diagnostic testing and brain imaging.
• Controversy regarding this medication.
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Steps to Better Brain Health

Break a Sweat

Hit the Books
Follow Your Heart

Buddy Up
Fuel Up Right

Steps to Better Brain Health

Heads Up!
Stump Yourself
Catch some ZZZ’s

Butt Out
Take Care of Your Mental Health
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Other tips for brain health
and memory……

It’s difficult to gain knowledge if you can’t see
or hear well!
Make sure you wear your prescription glasses or
hearing aids if you have them. And have your
eyes and hearing tested regularly.
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Keep a sense of control and confidence
in your memory.
Don’t assume that little memory lapses
mean you have dementia. Use memory
aids to gain and maintain confidence.

Avoid distractions that divert your
attention.
Distractions can range from trying to do
several things at once to loud noises in the
background. Even your thoughts can distract
your attention.
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Resources
Alzheimer’s Association
225 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 1700 Chicago, IL 60611-7633 1.800.272.3900
www.alz.org

Dementia Alliance of North Carolina
(919) 832-3732 Info@DementiaNC.org
Raleigh, NC
Duke Dementia Family Support Program
Dukefamilysupport.org
919-660-7510

Orange County Department on Aging-- Aging Transitions Services
call (919) 968-2087 or email Aging Services
UNC /Charles House Caregiving Support Group
Contact Susan Chesser, MPH,BSN,RN for info and zoom link
susan.chesser@unchealth.unc.edu

Questions?
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